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NoTE: Your zodiac sign is based on the Sun’s position at the time of your birth and the dates in
this eBook are used as a guide! For example, if you were born between the 19th and 23rd of a
month, you must check an ephemeris to see exactly where the Sun was at the time of your birth to
define your zodiac sign.
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DESCRIPTION OF TAURUS
Taurus: User Guide
People with a Taurus astrological sign are those who were born between
April 20th and May 20th. Taurus is the second sign in the Zodiac and
the first Earth sign, before Virgo and Capricorn. This is a fixed sign with
a feminine polarity, opposed by Scorpio. It is associated with the Second
House and ruled by the planet Venus.
Taurus is the calmest and most stable sign in the Zodiac. They are wise
and thoughtful people, gifted with great self-control and extreme patience.
These virtues allow them to soldier on and overcome more easily any
obstacle they have to face. They can also be stubborn and obstinate
people, who never back away before a challenge and do not know what
“giving up” means.
Taurus people are very interested in material goods, especially money.
Many people find them materialistic. In truth, this material drive rather
serves as a psychological crutch to guarantee some kind of safety for them,
but also for their family. Taurus people find traditional values extremely
important, especially family.
The body part associated with the sign of Taurus is the neck and throat.
The color that suits them best is green, symbolizing their perseverance and
constant quest for balance. During the week, Taurus people have it easier
on Fridays. The numbers that can bring them luck are 2, 4, 6, 11, 12, 15,
16, 21, 22 and 23.
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Taurus And The World Around Them
Taurus people are not especially shy, but rather reserved. This kind of
restraint is similar to suspicion, because they do not trust many people.
This is obviously not the most sociable of signs in the Zodiac. However, they
are honest and loyal friends who particularly care about their loved ones’
well being.

If Taurus Were…
A VEGETABLE

If Taurus were a vegetable, they would obviously be a lily. Lilies represent
simplicity and even purity and chastity in some religions. This is the kind of
simplicity that Taurus natives strive to emulate in the way they think and live
their lives. A lily is also a symbol of royalty, an aspect that Taurus people
automatically appropriate through their drive to be materially fulfilled.
AN ANIMAL

If they were an animal, they would of course be a bull. This is an animal
that has been considered fascinating for years, most notably through its
strength and stamina. Case in point, bulls have often been a source of
inspiration for humankind. It has a very special place in several ancestral
myths, various cultures and religions, from Egypt, Greece, or in Christianity.
The power of the bull references the ability of Taurus natives to fight
relentlessly to meet their goals. But it can also represent obstinacy, or
even stubbornness sometimes, a flaw that can affect people born under
the astrological sign of Taurus. These characteristics can be found among
other animals like bears, seals, or other ruminants like deer.
A MINERAL

If Taurus were a mineral, they would be pink Quartz. This kind of Quartz is
astrologically tied to the Taurus sign, but more so to Venus, the planet of
love. In Greek mythology, it was a symbol of initiation or learning, while in
Islamic culture it is a symbol of contemplation. More generally, pink quartz
is mainly a symbol of peace and quiet, two of the main characteristics of
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the sign of Taurus.

What Jobs For Taurus?
In the professional field, Taurus people are gifted with great perseverance.
They are stubborn and productive workers who know that even the smallest
efforts always pay off in the end. They are not the kind of people who wait
for others before they start on a task. They know how to take the initiative
without necessarily neglecting their co-workers. Speaking of which,
their colleagues admire and respect them especially for their talents in
leadership and entrepreneurship.
Taurus people are particularly fond of money, but mainly because they
know precisely where to look for it and how to use it. Indeed, they have
great management skills that can open doors for them in the world of
finance. This is why they will lead a nice career as bankers, financiers, or
even accountants. They will also be particularly at ease in real estate or
trading business.
Taurus people are very creative. This is an innate talent that they can
usually exploit in several domains, most notably the arts. They can start a
professional carrier in the field of music, painting, writing, or art in general.
But not just that! They can also use their creative talents to leave a mark in
the food industry, especially as cooks.
Taurus people are also famous for their high aesthetic sense. Their own
taste can turn heads and be fascinating for their originality It is not surprising
to find them in the fashion or beauty business, in interior design, or even
architecture. They are also the kind of people who particularly like jobs
related to nature or the environment, agriculture, and even livestock farming.
But regardless of the kind of activity Taurus people end up in, they mostly try
to find stability for themselves. Sometimes Taurus natives can try to build
their own company, but few of them will succeed because they lack the kind
of guts and initiative required. Most of them will be perfectly happy working
in large, reliable companies where they will have a chance to blossom in the
long term and climb to the top.
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Taurus And Compatibility With Other Signs
Taurus people are particularly demanding and selective in their relationships
with the other signs, both as friends and on a professional level. Certain
signs have an easier time adapting to the personality of Taurus people. This
is particularly true for Pisces, Cancer, Libra, Sagittarius, and Leo who share
a kind of long term brotherhood mentality with Taurus people. This affinity
and collaboration are based on attentiveness, communication, support,
and mutual assistance.
Taurus people get along very well with people of their own sign, especially
professionally. Where friendship is concerned, however, they have several
demands and mutual expectations that might leave a stain in their
relationship. However, with a little flexibility and comprehension, common
goals can always be found. The same goes with Capricorn natives, who can
hope for a fruitful collaboration and relationship with slightly more rigorous
Taurus people.
Even if they can share common interests, Taurus people will have a hard time
adapting to the impulsive and temperamental character of Aries natives.
This is also true as regards Gemini people. Gemini can intellectually be in
harmony with Taurus people, but the latter might not trust Gemini people
enough due to their usually talkative and smooth talking ways.
Friendly and professional relationships will be more or less complicated
with Virgo natives. Virgo can share common goals and common visions
with Taurus, but their respective character can lead them to get bored with
one another over time. About Scorpio, the polar opposite of Taurus, any
relationship will often have to face highly lively arguments and conflicts of
ideas, which should eventually be brought to a breaking point.
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TAURUS PERSONALITY
Taurus In A Male Natal Chart
Taurus men are well known for their simplicity. Money and material goods
are mainly used as guarantee and security, because they cannot bear the
idea of lacking anything. Taurus men are not cocky, they are humble and
modest and can be content with what is essential and strictly necessary.
Taurus men are great at saving money, and they know how to handle their
finances and make good investments.
Taurus men are also renowned for their maturity and sense of
responsibilities. These people take responsibility for their own choices and
do not flee from their obligations. They might seem perplexed at first sight,
but their hesitation is mainly a sign of their reflection. They take the time
they need to weigh the pros and cons before making any decision.
Of a very calm nature, Taurus men can prove to be extremely prudent.
Even if they like a challenge, this does not make them adventurers who
like to rush in headfirst. They are more similar to tacticians who like to
study a problem from every angle before doing anything, choosing every
move carefully. Patience is a virtue that seems natural for them, but it can
sometimes be annoying for the people around them.
These men are also gifted with great generosity. Even if there are only a
handful of people in their inner circle, Taurus men nurture great relationships
with their loved ones. These are people you can count on when the going
gets tough. They take care of their own and never hesitate to support and
help those in need without expecting anything in return.
But Taurus men have more than just qualities. Since they put a lot of trust
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in their loved ones, they can be extremely demanding in their relationships
with other people. People who know them are aware that they have their
own views. However, when their loved ones cannot seem to understand
them, they tend to yield to bouts of anger that get out of control. Those who
know them know that this inclination for anger is only periodical and that
you just need to let them calm down in time.
Taurus men can sometimes seem stubborn and temperamental. They are
not used to giving up easily, especially not halfway through. These men have
a great determination, iron will, and want to see anything they undertake
to the bitter end. But their main flaw is that sometimes there are no limits
to their stubbornness. This can sometimes lead them to unreasonable or
even absurd decisions.

Taurus In A Female Natal Chart
A Taurus woman can be recognized through her gentleness and femininity.
She is a simple and tidy person who cares about small details. At home,
in the office, or in the way they dress, Taurus woman always exude this
simplicity while staying elegant. Indeed, Taurus woman have specific tastes
and styles and are particularly fond of beauty and sophistication.
In spite of this singular personality, Taurus women are first and foremost shy
and reserved. They do not have many friends, but their inner circle is only
made of trustworthy people. Taurus women are reliable and trustworthy
confidants. They believe in solidarity and are generous with their loved
ones, renowned for their wise and pertinent advice when times are rough.
They are also stubborn women who know what they want. Case in point,
they can sometimes be seen as capricious women due to their obstinate
nature. They are extremely patient women who eventually meet their goals,
never backing off before any obstacle. They are lucid at all times and never
lose their heads.
Indeed, a Taurus woman is a mature, responsible person with a sense of
duty and obligation. This quality is particularly obvious among her family.
The Taurus woman is a loving wife, a devoted mother willing to offer body
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and soul for the happiness and well-being of her family. This maturity can
also be noticed in the quality of her work.
Taurus women are known to be honest and sincere. They do not like to
beat around the bush and would rather be honest and straightforward.
However, the people around them does not always appreciate the way they
say what they mean and their honesty. Taurus women do not like to judge
other people. They take the time they need to know them before they form
their own opinion.
Taurus women can often be seen as being quite materialistic because
they are attached to comfort and material goods. Even if they are not
particularly fascinated by luxuries, their financial situation is nonetheless
a considerable interest for them.
Unfortunately, this material and financial dependence explains why they
lack initiative and confidence to build their own company. They are afraid of
losing their material assets.
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WHAT KIND OF LOVER IS TAURUS?
Taurus Men In Love
Even if Taurus men can seem indifferent at first, in truth they are very sensitive.
This fragile side is what makes them attractive in women’s eyes. They are
tough men with tender hearts, who are extremely romantic and sentimental
within. Taurus men are unpredictable and they are aware that love proves
itself through deeds, not words.
Taurus are loyal men who are 100% invested in any romantic relationship. A
Taurus man knows that in a relationship, love needs to be built and nurtured.
This is why he will pay particular attention to his partner’s happiness. Taurus
men obviously want to marry and settle down when the time is right.
They first and foremost want to find a peaceful and gentle woman that can
cope with their wild mood swings. But also an optimistic woman that will be
a partner for their projects, ready to share the same goals. Since they are
very protective men, almost possessive, Taurus men need to feel the physical
presence of their partner by their side. They are very sensual men who know
that physical attraction in a couple cannot be ignored.
A Taurus man can be physically attracted to someone that is Aries, Leo, and
Sagittarius. However, it will be harder to nurture a romantic relationship with
these fire signs that tend to be as unpredictable as he is. The same thing goes
with air signs, most notably Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius women. Taurus will
consider these signs to be too fickle. He cannot see any guaranteed future
with them.
However, a Taurus man – as an Earth sign – will get along really well with
women with the same element. These are, notably, Taurus, Virgo, and
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Capricorn women. Each will still have to take care not to let routine settle
down, however.
A Taurus man can also envision lasting relationships with water signs. Indeed,
he shares the same feelings and same vision of the future as Cancer, Scorpio,
and Pisces women.

Taurus Women In Love
A Taurus woman is a serious and determined woman who places great hope
in the future of her romantic relationship. Convinced that any relationship is
potentially the right one, she gets invested a lot into her life as a couple. She
is honest, loyal, gentle, and passionate. She needs to feel loved in order to be
fulfilled in the environment she lives in.
She can be very possessive about her partner. Even if she tries to hide it,
she cannot bear to see other women around her man. This is the reason why
she constantly tries to be seen by her partner’s side. Even if she fully trusts
her partner, he’d better not make her jealous because her reaction could be
disproportionate.
The kind of man she is looking for is someone that can guarantee her safety.
This is a woman who needs to feel loved, but most of all to be protected
and reassured. This kind of protection is not limited to a physical aspect,
but can also be material. A man with some financial influence will let her feel
confident and safe from any danger.
But this kind of security can also depend on the intellectual abilities of her
partner. Since Taurus women are gifted with particularly high intelligence,
they need a men who is roughly their equal. The goal is not to create any
argument about ideas or to find a man that can stand up to her, but she
mainly wants to find a rational and intelligent man that will be her match and
be able to understand her.
Taurus women – an Earth sign – get along perfectly with signs that share that
element with her. She can rely on Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn men to support
her and assist her with making their common goals and projects come true.
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However, she might have a contentious relationship with Fire signs. The
possessive character of the Taurus woman does not fit the autonomy and
freedom that Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius men are looking for.
With rigor and most of all comprehension, a Taurus woman can hope for a
stable and balanced relationship with Air signs, most notably Aquarius and
Libra men. Gemini might be unable to satisfy a Taurus woman due to their
unpredictable nature. This is the same for Scorpio, a water sign, who are
incompatible with Taurus women, while Cancer and Pisces get along really
well with her.
DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR FUTURE IN LOVE? DO YOU WANT TO
KNOW YOUR COMPATIBILITY OR FIND ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS? Visit
askAstrology at https://askastrology.com/zodiac-signs/taurus
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